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Introduction
Pseudo hyperkalemia may be a clinical condition within which there's associate degree unit
elevation of the humor K level because of in vitro unleash of K from blood cells . Pseudo
hyperkalemia has been reported in clinical settings like in vitro lysis because of mechanical
trauma throughout puncture, severe symptom and leukocytosis, and familial pseudo
hyperkalemia. We have a tendency to report the primary case of a patient with traditional white
blood cell and protoplasm counts United Nations agency presented with pseudo hyperkalemia
because of excessive K unleash from blood cells throughout activity. This case has vital
therapeutic implications in this pseudo hyperkalemia have to be excluded in any patient with
unexplained hyperkalemia to avoid unnecessary and probably prejudicial medical care. Elevated
K will quickly result in fatal viscous arrhythmias, muscle weakness or disjunction. Thus correct
activity of K is important for patient management and laboratories usually use K work time as
vital quality indicator. One complicating issue is that elevated K is caused by each physiological
and pre-analytical problem. Elevated K because of pre-analytical factors that doesn’t actually
replicate the patient’s solution standing is usually termed pseudo hyperkalemia. Identifying true
symptom from pseudo hyperkalemia is very important for each laboratories and clinicians alike.
Pseudo hyperkalemia is that the term applied to the clinical scenario within which in vitro lysis
of cellular contents results in activity of a high humor K level that doesn't replicate truth in vivo
level. It happens most typically with red vegetative cell hemolysis throughout the blood draw,
once the compression bandage is simply too tight or left on too long or the blood is left sitting
too long). With intravascular hemolysis from a response, hemolytic reaping hook crisis, or druginduced hemolytic reaction), in distinction, the measured K level reflects the particular level.
Unit symptom or pseudo hyperkalemia is most typically seen secondary to red cell haematosis’s.
It’s additionally seen in patients with symptom and within the rare patient with familial pseudo
hyperkalemia. Not well appreciated is its occasional prevalence in patients with extraordinarily
elevated white vegetative cell counts, notably in patients with chronic leukemia. Here, 2 patients
with CLL and symptom square measure conferred, and diagnostic problems square measure
mentioned. Hyperkalemia may be a serious solution abnormality. Early recognition and
treatment is crucial to attain smart outcomes. Typical clinical manifestations of symptom square
measure vessel and neurological, and these sometimes occur once humor K levels square
measure over seven. Square measure v virtually invariably related to EKG changes. The most
ruinous manifestation of symptom is hyper excitability of viscous tissues, which can result in
numerous viscous arrhythmias like fibrillation, second- and third-degree Stokes-Adams
syndrome, and even pathology Neurological manifestations embrace generalized weakness,
muscle cramps, paresthesia’s, and tetany. Additionally, symptom will gift with associate degree
acute neuro-muscular disjunction characterized by slowed nerve physical phenomenon
velocities and nerve physical phenomenon block.
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